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on to earn a degree in chemistry from Somerville College, Oxford, and a mas
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as a research chemist and then as a barrister, specializing in tax law. Elected 
to the House of Commons in 1953, she held several ministerial appointments, 
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leader of the opposition Conservative Party in 1975. 1n 1979 she was elected 
prime minister, and served in that position -winning re-election in 1983 and 
in 1987- until resigning in 1990. 1n 1992 she was elevated to the House of 
Lords, becoming Baroness Thatcher of Kesteven. 

The following is an abridged version of 
Lady Thatcher's speech delivered on February 
19, 2001, in Fort Myers, Florida, at a Hillsdale 
College seminar. 

A 
II beginnings are hopeful. That's what 
the principal of Somerville College, 
Oxford, said to those of us who arrived 
there in 1944, even in the midst of 

world war. It is an idea that has always stuck in 
my mind, and that has always seemed to me to 
be true. When I came to office in 1979, years of 
socialist policies had placed our country and 
our people in terrible shape. The top tax rate 
on earned income was 83 percent, and on 
investment income it was 98 percent. There 
were controls on prices, controls on income, 
controls on investment, and controls on for
eign exchange. To get permission to do any
thing one had to go through a set of bureau
cratic committees. Yet we were hopeful. 

Right away I decided that we weren't going 
to go slowly in restoring the free and hardwork
ing Britain I had known as a child. I deter
mined that the only thing to do was to knock 
out these controls all at once, and return to 

being a free society. So in six weeks we got all 
the top rates of tax down to 40 percent. (And 
you know, when the Labor government finally 
got in again, it didn 't put these rates back up. 
When you convert your opponents and make 
them electable, it's tough; but it's better than 
the alternative.) We also changed trade union 
law for the simple reason that the trade unions 
were almost running the country. So over a 
period of 18 months, we had to change the 
rules and make certain that before the unions 
went on strike, they would have to place the 
issue on a ballot and obtain a majority vote by 
their members. This was not required before. 
And we privatized. Practically every major 
industry had been placed under state control, 
and there was no stimulus to work because 
these industries didn't have to produce a divi
dend. We got something like 15 of them back 
into private ownership rather quickly, and com
pleted the lot the next year. 

But these economic moves were only a part 
of our work. A more difficult task is to get peo
ple to work once they have gotten used to con
trols. History has taught us that freedom cannot 
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long survive unless it is based on moral founda- International Monetary Fund was very generous 
tions. You can get the economics right, but in and made considerable grants to Russia, but that 
addition liberty must be cultivated as a moral money didn't get to some of the places for which 
quality. The right to lib- Y,ou can't have true it was intended. Indeed, 
erty is fundamental. But quite a bit of it ended up 
it is what a person or a in bank accounts outside 
people does with it that liberty Without a rule Russia. This, I'm afraid, 
tells their caliber and is what happens when 
their fiber, and that you have a country in 
decides whether they will of law. We haven't which integrity has very 
continue to be free, and little meaning. You can't 
whether their nation will have true liberty without 
be prosperous. I like very thought about this a rule of law. We haven 't 
much what John Adams, thought about this close-
your second president, I I h b f ly enough before. Any 
wrote in 1798: "Our Con- C OSe Y enoug e ore. country coming to liberty 
stitution was made only must acquire a rule of 
foramoralandreligious Any country coming to lawbasedonequity,fair-
people. It is wholly in ad- ness, and justice. It is 
equate to the government something to which we 
of any other." That idea liberty must acquire a must give the greatest 
was right at the heart of attention. If you 're going 
your nation's founding. to have freedom, it must 
The virtues prized in free rule Of laW based On be under a rule of law 
countries are honesty, that must apply to 
self-discipline, a sense of equity, fairness, and everyone. 
responsibility to one's The other great com-
family, a sense of loyalty munist country, of course, 
to one's employer and justice. is China. We in Britain 
staff, and a pride in the had to deal with China 
quality of one's work. And these virtues only becauseoftheendofourleaseholdonHongKong. 
flourish in a climate of freedom. The people of Hong Kong under British rule had 

Communism's lingering 
Effects 

BRITAIN HAS now, despite its relatively small 
population, the fourth-largest economy in the 
world. This is a result of getting initiative and 
enterprise back, and of giving people an incentive 
to work. We must keep this in mind when we look 
at some of the problems that affect the world 
today. Look, for example, at the nations of the 
former Soviet Union. Russia, by far the biggest of 
these, has so many natural resources that it 
should be one of the richest countries in the 
world. It is communism and its lingering effects 
that have prevented Russia from becoming what 
it should, and from doing the best for its people. 
Of course Russia's political system has changed. 
But it is not easy for people who have acted for 
decades only under instruction or control to go 
about setting up small businesses. So what you 
tend to get during the transition from socialism 
to freedom is quite a lot of corruption. The 

an average income of about $28,000 a year, com
pared with $800 a year in China. These are the 
same people, with the same abilities and the same 
talents. The difference is that Hong Kong was a 
free society with a rule of law, and China was a 
total dictatorship. And I'm afraid China's leaders 
haven 't yet lea.med the lesson. China, of all the 
countries in the world, is the most closed- much 
more so than Russia. Its leaders are willing to 
allow more economic liberty in order to achieve 
some of the prosperity they have seen elsewhere, 
but any suggestion of political freedom meets with 
total silence. I think one day that system will 
crack, partly as a result of people making more 
and more money. As people obtain one kind of 
freedom, other kinds of freedom will come too. 
Also it becomes increasingly difficult to keep the 
truth hidden from people, even in closed soci
eties. It is difficult anymore to hide the fact that 
the number of people who lost their lives under 
communism in the last century- not in war, but 
simply because of the heavy handedness of gov
ernment- approaches 100 million. 1\venty mil-

COIIIinued on page 4 
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lion people lost their lives in the Soviet Union, 65 read whatever was on it, regardless of its relevance. 
million people lost their lives in China, two mil- Altl1ough be was due to go away at 4:30, we talked 
lion people lost their lives in North Korea, two until about 6. It was an easy conversation, unlike 
million people lost their lives in Cambodia, and any I had expelienced witll any communist before. 
so on. This fact stands as M f So when Mr. Gorbachev 
an object lesson for the Y genera IOn left to fly home, I went 
whole world, and trade straight to tlle telephone to 

only increases the ten- remembers that we ling up President Reagan, 
dency for this and other to tell him tllat there was 
facts to become known. something very unusual 
So we need to work as had SUCh faith after beginning to happen in 
closely as we can with the Soviet Union, that 

China. But again, of all World War I that there maybeitwasbegimlingto 
the countries with which crack. 
we should want to deal, Later, as you know, 
China is the most diffi- COUld never be another President Reagan went 
cult. Freeing up its rigid to see Mr. Gorbacbev. 
dictatorial system will And as an aside, it 
takequitealongtime. world war, we let our always fascinated me 

that people thought that 
Ronnie Reagan was not 
a detail man. If ever he 

Reason For 
Optimism defenses down. 

ONE OF my favorite freedom fighters against 
communism, Vaclav Havel of the Czech 
Republic, bas said that in everyone there is 
some longing for humanity's rightful dignity 
and for moral integrity. And indeed, in spite of 
all the terrors of communism, it could not 
crush the religious beliefs and the hopes of 
those suffering under it. This is why many of us 
were always certain that communism would 
eventually fail. It produces neither dignity nor 
prosperity. It takes all power away from the peo
ple and places it in the hands of a self-appoint
ed elite. And because it distorts and manipu
lates the distinctive talents of individuals rather 
than letting those talents flourish, it prevents 
progress and prosperity. 

I recall first hearing from Mr. Gorbacbev 
that he would like to come and see us. He was 
on his way back to Russia from Canada on a 
Sunday and we were at Chequers, which is the 
lovely home of Britain 's prime minister. So we 
collected him from the airport and brought him 
down to Chequers by car. He bad been the Soviet 
Minister of Agriculture, and had soaked up the 
propaganda about the superiority of Soviet 
crops. Of course when be came from the airport 
through our lovely agricultural countryside and 
saw the prosperity of our crops, he was amazed. 
He studied our countryside carefully. Then in 
our meetings tllat afternoon, he was the first 
Russian I had ever met who, when you asked him 
a question, didn't pull a paper from a sheatll and 

was negotiating or going 
on a significant visit, he would have evetything 
at his fingertips. He was the most thorough per
son in preparation that I ever knew. And of 
course those he met with were always most 
impressed. He knew all the answers, and would 
have a whole range of questions himself. 
President Reagan could dominate any meeting 
with two people. He's a very, very great man, and 
we're very fortunate that we had him when we 
did, because I think if it hadn't been for him, we 
would not have begun to get the cracking up of 
the Soviet Union. 

Strength In Defense 

OUT OF 150 states in the world, only 72 are free 
countries with democracy. So there's a long way 
to go yet. But as we get more and more com
munication and travel, and as more and more 
people come to see how we in the free countries 
run our affairs, one has to have great hope for 
the future. Yet there's a further thing I must 
say: We must always keep up our strength in 
defense. My generation remembers that we had 
such faith after World War I that there could 
never be another world war, we let our defenses 
down too far. They had to be restored very 
quickly when World War II began, and it was 
very difficult during the early stages. We must 
keep our defenses up and we must have equip
ment of the very latest technology. This is 
absolutely vital. 
continued on page 7 (inside back cover-detach envelope) 
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Partly here I have in mind the argument 
that's going on about missile defense. There's 
an old treaty we had with the Soviet Union that 
neither side would develop anti-ballistic mis
siles to knock the other side's missiles down. It 
was a treaty between the United States and the 
Soviet Union. You in the United States may, of 
course, choose to treat that treaty as if it is still 
in existence, but in fact the Soviet Union has 
ceased to exist. Therefore that treaty has ceased 
to be relevant, and we could legally build anti
ballistic missiles right away. I believe we should 
do that. It is a matter for the Russians to decide 
what they want to do, but I believe the first duty 
of any government is to protect the lives of its 
citizens under all circumstances. And we do 

that by having the latest technology in the 
United States. 

My friends, you're citizens of a wonderful 
country. You've built the greatest country in the 
world in terms of establishing the rule of law, 
defending the freedoms of others, and building 
a most prosperous future for your people. If 
those who do not have liberty would be guided 
by your example, what a much better world it 
would be. In the meantime, what I call the 
English-speaking peoples, who have for so long 
defended li berty for the rest of the world, must 
continue to keep up that reputation, and to 
help those who still do not enjoy the liberty we 
take for granted. 6 
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